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It is shown that the parameters of a best linear L p approximation are both
continuous and differentiable when considered as functions of p. An expression
for each derivative is obtained. The result assumes only very mild conditions
on the problem.

The Polya algorithm [4] (see also [5] and [1], for example) has been an
interesting theoretical method for the determination of Chebyshev (Lx»
approximations by taking the limit of a sequence of Lv approximations as
P -->- CfJ. Although the theoretical basis of the algorithm has been investigated
(see [5,2], for example) it is by no means complete, and the purpose of this
paper is to present a new result concerning the continuity and differentiability
of the parameters of the best linear L p approximations as p is varied. Without
any such result, the practical implementation of the Polya algorithm would
be fraught with difficulty. The result is valid for a wide class of problems
with minimal restrictions on the functions involved; in particular there is
no need to assume the fulfillment of Haar's condition.

It will be assumed that the function f(x) is to be approximated by a linear
combination

n

l(a, x) = L QifMx)
i=1
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of linearly independent functions ~l(X), ~2(X), ... , ~n(x), the region of approxi
mation to be either a discrete point set or a closed continuum B of one or
many variables. It is assumed that f(x) and the ~i(X) are continuous over
the region. The discussion is given for the continuum, the extension to the
discrete case being immediate. The vector of parameters of the best L p

approximation is denoted by a p and it minimizes the L p norm of the error
curve

namely

r(a, x) = f(x) - lea, x), (2)

For convenience reap , x) will usually be denoted by r p(x) or by r p .
An equivalent formulation to (3) is to define a p as the vector of parameters

which solves the problem

min M(a, p) = min f I rea, xW dB
a a B

(4)

where M(a, p) is now continuous, and twice continuously differentiable if
p ?: 2 with respect to either a or p. The derivatives with respect to a can be
denoted by

--:- M(a,p) = -p f I rea, X)IP-2 rea, x) ~;(x) dB = -Plfi(a, p) (5)
vOi B

and

c; 8
2

c; M(a, p) = pep - 1) r I rea, X)!P-2 ~i(X) ~j(x) dB
VOi VOj JB

= pep - 1) Ci;(a,p). (6)

Thus Eqs. (5) and (6) implicitly define a vector \jJ(a, p) and a matrix C(a, p)

related to the derivatives of M(a, p), and such that

Cij(a,p) = (-I/(p - 1»(%Oj) lfi(a,p). (7)

The equations defining a p can now be obtained by equating the first deriva
tives of M(a,p) to zero, so that

tPi(a,p) = 0 i = I, 2, ... ,n. (8)

The basic result to be established in this paper is the following:
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THEOREM. For p ;;? 2, ap considered as a function of p is continuous and
differentiable, its derivative being given by

In proving the theorem two simple lemmas will be required.

LEMMA 1. The matrix C(a, p) is strictly positive definite for any a and
p ;?: 2.

Proof See Fletcher et al. [3].

COROLLARY. For any closed bounded region of Rn+l = (a @p), p ;?: 2,
the smallest eigenvalue of C(a, p) is bounded below by a strictly positive
number.

LEMMA 2. For any function g(x), x E R\ with continuous first derivatives,

(10)

Proof Consider g*(O) = gel; + Oh) as a function of the single variable 0,
and let x = l; + Oh. Then

gel; + b) - gel;) = g*(1) - g*(O)

Equation (10) follows on interchanging the summation and the integration.

Proof of the Main Theorem

Let a p and ap +8p be vectors of parameters satisfying (8) corresponding
to p and p + Sp respectively where Sp is an increment in p such that
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p +- Sp ): 2, and let Sa = ap~O)l - a p • Using (8) and then (10) with x = (a, p)

i =c 1, 2.... , II

BSa, p + BSp) dB

Thus, (7) gives

f Saj r C;iCap +- BSa, p +- BSp) dB
j~1 0

- ~I1 oljJ; -L- P _ loop (ap I BSa, p + BSp) dB.

Now by differentiating ljJ;(a, p), as defined in (5), with respect to p,

(11)

°o~; (a, p) = t; rea, x)! 1'-2 rea, x) log! rea, x)1 ep;(x) dB (12)

which is bounded if a and p are bounded. Furthermore a matrix C can be
defined by

C = rC(a p +- BSa, p +- BSp) dB
o

(13)

and is positive definite by Lemma I. From the corollary to Lemma 1, C-1
is bounded above. Now from (11)

Sp n - -1 I1 oljJjSai = --1 L [C]ii -~- (ap +- BSa, p +- BSp) dB,
p - j~1 0 op

(14)

and because of the bounds on C-1 and oljJjjop it follows that as Sp -->- 0 then
Sa; -->- 0 for all i. Therefore a p is continuous. Furthermore as Sp -->- 0 both
C -->- C(ap , p) and

1 0 ljJi aljJiI -8 (ap +- BSa, p +- BSp) dB -->- -n- (ap ,p).
o 'P op

(15)

Thus from (14) the limit oa;/op exists and is given, using (14), (15) and (12),
by Eq. (9). Q.E.D.
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Note in Proof. M. J. D. Powell has pointed out that Lemma 1 does not hold for the
discrete problem. Hence our statement in the second paragraph, that the Theorem extends
to the discrete problem, does not follow.
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